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SERIES 335 
 

Superbly engineered and of high-grade construction, the chassis stands up to the toughest 
punishment at work. All-around enclosure of the chassis protects internal components from soiling 

while adding extra strength.  Optimally balanced drive Excellent acceleration, climbing power and 

traction are delivered by the two wheel drive motors, specially designed for this line of forklifts and 
integrated in the front axle.  Linde electric forklifts duplicate the responsive driving, smooth direction 

reversing and accurate positioning characteristics of Linde hydrostatic transmission on the company’s 
diesel and LP gas trucks. In normal driving situations the operator uses regenerative braking by 

simply easing up the drive pedal.  This high-efficiency system returns up to 16 % energy to the 

battery, extending run time and maximizing operating economy. Unit assembly of drive axle and 

mast results in shorter load distance and greater manoeuvrability. When tilting the mast back, the 

wheelbase is lengthened, making driving at speed more comfortable and safer. 
 

 

 

FORKLIFT SERVICE 
 

Linde supports its large Australian customer base through an extensive company-owned branch 

network and an ever-growing distributor network. Our mobile forklift service fleet of factory trained 

and graded technicians, is one of Australia's largest. Each is equipped with unique in-van terminals 

which provide the capacity to present a detailed job description and record at the completion of each 

job. 
 

 
 

 

SPARE FORKLIFT PARTS 
 

Linde are committed to providing industry-leading parts support via a multi-million dollar national 
stockholding. Parts are delivered where required overnight to ensure customers are not faced with 

avoidable delays. In addition to its own genuine forklift parts, Linde also has access to parts for all 

major forklift brands as well as the widest range of forklift accessories available including forklift 
attachments and safety equipment. Whether you operate a single forklift or a large fleet of forklifts, 

Linde understands how critical forklift uptime is. That’s why our service centres carry the necessary 
parts holdings to support the Linde forklift population in their territories. And because the operators of 

other makes of forklifts often rely on Linde field service technicians for their forklift repairs, we also 

have access to parts for all the other brands of forklifts as well. 

 

 

 

  


